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1 - The Daily News Bulletin for Saturday

Todays news is a interview with shadow.*shadow comes in* Me:so shadow hows been life treating
you?****Shadow:CRAZY FAN GIRLS ARE AFTER ME!*fan girls come in drags(him into ther lair)Now for
the location of all you need to know about sonic characters...go to A_cats profile leave a question and
check back later for a answer!Now for words of wisdom!NEVER give alana guns unless you want to
chase a killer kitty and die by it!Never try to take shadows chaos emerald,if you do,prepare for the worst!
Voting polls!ther is 1 voting poll today.. vote for the couple sonic and mina!star sighns!(may not come
true)Virgo:today will be a good day.Leo:you may have many plans and work today.Aries:great day! do
your best at everything!errr if you have a star sign you would like me to predict just let me know on my
profile and check back for an answer.Now for the lookout news,stay alert for the imposters ,stay alert
and if you see a crime report it right away.Ill try my best to alert you all about these people on the
news,check back every day for FAC and Sonic Team News This is A_Cat Good bye for Now!



2 - monday news

Hiya fanart central!todays news is...AMY HUGGED SHADOW ON SONIC ADVENTURE 2
BATTLE!AHHHHHH!AND TO TOP THAT SHADOW HAD SMILY FACE AND BLUSHED!
AHHHHHHHHHHHH!
SONIC ALMOST BLEW UP AND AMY ALMOST GOT SHOT!(eggman called amy sonics girlfriend!)any
of you guys have questions about the sonic team ask me!me nice!
so....STAR SIGNS!(may not come true)Virgo:express your feelings today.WHAAAAAAAA! CANT THINK
OF ANYTHING ELSE!TELL ME A STAR SIGHN TO PREDICT!
VOTE:what kind of story do you like?Funny or random?



3 - tuesdays news

hi again! hmmmmmm i need someone to help me out on my news here!im hiring news
reporters!sooooooooo...let me know on the comments or my profile.REMEMBER IM ONLY HIRING
ONE NEWS REPORTER.so it's gonna take a while to figure out who's
gonna be my news reporter!it may be one of my freinds on fanart!I NEED VOLENTEERS HERE!star
signs!Virgo:an ok day. Libra:good day and good luck.
Areis:today is nuetrieal. Leo:very good day. Cancer:you gonna have a day like Leo.ok guys you dont
have to believe my star sighns but if you want to it's ok.
VOTE:do you like chocolate,vannila,strawberry,rainbow,mint chocolate chip,chocolate syrup
twist,strawberry syrup twist,butterscotch syrup twist,butterscotch or half baked chocolate brownie ice
cream?(yuuuuuumm brownie
ice cream.....)



4 - Wednesday *Special Interview*

A_Cat: So heres the interview for Tails The Fox!

Tails : So what do you want to know??

A_Cat : How do you make all those crazy inventions??

Tails : I don't know I just know how!! It just comes to me its a gift!*SMILES*

A_Cat : (Shows a pic of baby Tails)

Tails : AHHHH It BURNS!!!!

A_Cat.........

Tails : (Puts head into water) AHHHHH Thats better!!

Fox_Fan999 : (Barges In) OMG Its Tails !!!!

Tails : AHHHH aCrazed fan!!

Fox_Fan999 : (Grabs Tails and drags him into the lair) *evil laughter* muhahaha!MINE!

A_Cat : Uh- oh Sonic is here !!

Sonic : Hello!!!

A_Cat : Puleese!! don't wreck the set this time! Alright??

Sonic : I Wont I Promise!!

* Sonic trips on a loose nail that knocks over the cameras that breaks the ropes that is holds bags of
rocks that come crashing down and wrecking the set!!!*

Fox_Fan999 : OWWW!! A Camera fell on me!!

Sonic : Sorry!!

A_Cat : We have to go off air in a few minutes, so we better hurry up here!

Tails: How about we end it NOW!!!



Sonic : Ok! * Sings “Chili Dogs Rule” to the tune of “Roses” - from Outkast*

Everyone : BUH-BYE!!!

To Be Continued!!!!



5 - Nicks interveiw.

A_cat:Time for the interview with,Nick!

Nick:Hello!

A_cat:Hello Nick,How are you?

Nick:I'm fine,Just Sonic's annoying me.

A_cat:*slaps forehead*Not again!

Sonic:HELLO PEOPLES!*Points at camera*YES YOU PEOPLES!PEOPLES,ARE YOU LISTNING
HERE!

Nick:*murmuring*This is to weird.

Tails:*holding Sonic on a leash*HELP MEEEEEE!SONIC HAD COFFEE THIS MORNING!!!!

A_cat:0_0*knocks Sonic out*

Sonic:x_x

A_cat:Thats better.

Nick:How come this isn't really an interview?

A_cat:I don't know.

Nick:ASK ME A QUESTION ALREADY!!

A_cat:ok,Why do you like goths?

Nick:I don't know.Ther just cool.

Sonic:*Wakes up*WEEEEEEEEEE!*destroys the set*

A_cat:Grrrrrrrrrrrr.Sonic,your paying for that.

Nick:Sonic,your REALLY annoying me,SO SHUT UP!!

Sonic:*running in circles*YAHOO!



A_cat:*knocks Sonic out*Yay!

Sonic:x_x

Nick:0_o.I'll leave now.

A_cat:Yeah,lets leave....

Nick&A_cat:*run away*

More news coming soon...........
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